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When you've been through so much and it feels like everything that you once knew is no longer the
same. What do you do? Tre has been through more than any one man should have to endure in a
life time and it doesnâ€™t look like things are going to get easier anytime soon. Especially, not since
his baby mama Kisha has done the unthinkable in an attempt to even the score for his past
infidelity. After witnessing her drive her car off of a bridge with their twin boys inside, Treâ€™s world
is turned upside down and to make matters worse heâ€™s also just learned of his fatherâ€™s
passing. How much more can one man take? How much more can one man endure before
reaching his breaking point?
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La'Tonya is an amazing author. My frustration lies in all these series. Write the book and be done! I
had to go back and reread book 1 to remember exactly what happened... it had been about a year
since I read it. Now, I have to add another book to my growing list of 20+ books that end with a
cliffhanger. It's getting to be ridiculous and not worth the read.

I actually like this story line but I was hoping that it wouldn't be a part 3....it is crazy how Kisha really
flipped out like she did...no man and I mean no man is worth all she is doing behind Tre!!!As long as
he was doing right by his boys the other mess shouldn't have matter...I gave this story 5* because it
was well written and edited great....But Ms. West please make next book the last book for the
Tremine story line please and thank you.

I dnt know if you actually read these reviews lol but you are an awesome writer and I am always
looking forward to reading your books...but I do hope that Tremaine 3 doesn't take a year to come
and that it finally wraps up lol and I do hope Kisha finds forgiveness in her heart and maybe her and
Tre and find their way back to each other or at least coparent I am a sucker for happing ending lol

Wow is all I can say. This book was filled with so much emotion even I was exhausted in a good
way. Here we have Tre dealing with the aftermath of Kisha's decision to drive her car over the
bridge. As Kisha walks away unscathed, the damage that done to her two boys will haunt her
forever. As Tre wrestles with his anger, he too will find himself in a very dark place as he is
overcome with hatred, uncertainty, grief and loss. It is truly heartbreaking to read as Tre struggles to
maintain and preserve any sanity he has left after dealing with so much loss. What did get riled up a
bit was Kisha's viewpoint in this all this mess. To me letting a man define who and what you are is
really pathetic. At the end of the day, she accepted all of Tre's past philandering ways and trying to
make him the scapegoat in all of this didn't sit well with me. It was definitely a pleasure to read Tre's
growth as a man and most of all as supportive and endearing parent. As far as the secondary
characters , they remain as trifling as ever. I look forward to reading the third part of this series.

Lady West has done it again!!!!! This installment was so worth the wait. I think I experienced every
emotion possible from beginning to end. Sweet baby Jesus please give Tre at-least a small break.
He has lost so many people in such a short time, even with his messiness I feel so bad for him.
Thank God the kids did not die!!! Kisha crazy and delusional behind needs to be locked up in a
padded psychiatric ward some where contained in a strait jacket alllllll day!!!! How can you drive
your kids off a dang bridge cause their daddy doesn't want you? Novie needs to be right beside her
with her crazy behind as well. I don't know what to say about Mina and her scary behind. I don't
want to give to much away so I will stop here.

This story was by the best one yet!!! Tremaine has too much on his plate but it made him a better

man, most definitely! Now as for Kisha, she should be under the jail, just trifling!! Why didn't they
lock her butt up. Now it seems like ALL the women in this series are selfish...well, the young women
anyway!!! Ready for the next part to this....

Another 5 star banger from this author. Hats off to Tre for becoming a stand up man. Kisha still need
her ass whipped. Quan can make even Stevie Wonder see when he start describing his injuries.
Not to give anything away for those who hasn't gotten a chance to read it I'll stop here. Great job.

I need to know what happens next! Kisha is a poor excuse for a woman and mother. I'm glad that
Tre has changed so at least the boys have one good parent. Thank God he has a great support
system. When is the next book coming out?
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